
RANDOM DUNGEON STUFF GENERATION 
 
Roll 1d6 and consult the Random Stuff Table below 
whenever you think random stuff may happen. Whether 
it’s once per turn, once per hour, once per minute, 
whenever the players annoy you … the frequency 
doesn’t matter. 
 
RANDOM STUFF? 
1d6 Stuff? 
1-3 Yes, random stuff happens. 
4-6 No, nothing happens. 
 
If your roll indicates random stuff happens, roll 1d12 and 
check this table. 
 
RANDOM STUFF TYPE 
1d12 Roll on Sub-Stuff Table 

1 Lost Loot 
2 Obstacle 

3-4 Mystery 
5-6 Discarded Item 
7-9 Monster Encounter 

10-11 Trap or Trick 
12 Weird Stuff 

 
Based on your roll on the Random Stuff Type Table, 
consult the appropriate Sub-Stuff Table below. 
 
SUB-STUFF TABLES 
 
LOST LOOT 
1d20 Lost Loot 

1 Golden bracelet inset with obsidian, turquoise 
and jade gemstones (400 gp). 

2 An iron-hinged blank spellbook with a black 
cover of displacer beast hide decorated with 
silver and gold filigree. Inset in the center of the 
front cover is a silver stiletto dagger with a bright 
red ruby in the pommel. The back cover is 
emblazoned with a stiletto as well, but in delicate 
silver ink (special). 

3 A bundled up dirty rag conceals an intricately 
engraved golden chalice inset with tiny 
diamonds and black sapphires (1,000 gp). 

4 A 6” diameter ivory sphere carved to depict 
many intertwined dragons (300 gp). 

5 Silver ring inset with a small emerald (250 gp). 
6 Black leather choker studded with various tiny 

gemstones (50 gp). 
7 Belt of etched leather and silver (25 gp). 
8 Obsidian stiletto dagger with a moonstone inset 

in pommel (75 gp). 
9 Scuffed up oak case lined inside with purple 

velvet holding six silver cutlery sets, each piece 
inset with a tiny amethyst gemstone (100 gp). 

10 Gold piece from an exotic foreign land (5 gp). 
11 Purse of gold 3d6. 
12 Bag of silver 5d4. 
13 Brass Orcus-head belt buckle (25 gp). 
14 Golden eagle-shaped pendant on a thin silver 

chain (150 gp). 
15 Silver framed hand mirror (20 gp). 
16 Red crystal ball flecked with silvery veins on an 

etched brass stand (250 gp). 
17 Silk bag with 1d6 gems worth 1d6  x 10 gp each. 
18 Grotesquely carved jade statuette of unknown 

deity performing obscene acts on six Venezuelan 
red llamas (75 gp). 

19 Iron-shod walking stick carved with feline figures 
and topped with an obsidian panther head (125 
gp). 

20 Polished silver skullcap (150 gp). 
 
OBSTACLE 
1d12 Obstacle 

1 Ceiling collapse blocks passageway with rubble 
and dirt, 1d6 hours to clear crawl-through space 
large enough for human-sized creature. 

2 Sinkhole 10’ across and 50’ deep. Hidden at the 
bottom of the sinkhole is a skeleton in tattered 
rags. Iron manacles are around the skeleton’s 
wrists and ankles. 

3 A 3’ high barricade of broken tables, chairs, 
stools and other furnishings blocks the 
passageway. Arrows and bolts stick out on the 
side facing the party. 

4 A 30’ long stretch of the floor is coated in lantern 
oil. Make a check to see if party smells or spots 
the oil. 

5 Chamber wall has collapsed out into the 
passageway covering floor with loose rock and 
stone for next 20’. Chamber can be entered 
through hole in wall. 

6 A 10’ diameter puddle of phosphorescent green 
goo covers the floor. 

7 Floor slopes down to a 10’ wide pool of brackish 
stinky water, and slopes back up on other side. 

8 A locked iron gate or portcullis blocks 
passageway. 

9 Rift 15’ across and of unknown depth has shorn 
through entire passageway, which continues on 
the other side. 

10 Dozens of 1’ diameter holes in floor over the next 
30’ of passageway. Unknown depth. 

11 Spider webs hang from ceiling almost to floor for 
a 20’ length of passageway. 

12 Wall of translucent magical force blocks 
passageway. 

 
MYSTERY 
1d20 Mystery 

1 Thick smoke fills the next 60’ of passageway. 
2 Statues carved in stone resemble an adventuring 

party in mid-action. 
3 A 10’ section of floor is littered with thousands of 

charred insects. 
4 A blood-chilling scream reverberates down the 

passageway. 
5 Voodoo dolls resembling party members lie on a 

table. 
6 Opened manacles on long chains are fixed to 

two iron rings in the wall. Upon the wall is a large 
blood splatter. 

7 Cloud of flies swarm around a headless corpse. 
There are no items or clothing on the corpse and 



it’s covered in bruises. 
8 Three elf heads impaled on spears are in the 

middle of the passageway. 
9 Cruel mocking laughter echoes in the corridor. 
10 Two leather boots are stuck to the floor. Nothing 

appears to be holding them down. The only thing 
that will remove them is a wish spell. 

11 A humanoid skull rolls down the hallway. 
12 Twenty-five lines are notched into wall in groups 

of five, as if someone was counting something. 
13 Miniature tornado swirls around area. Seems to 

follow certain party members. 
14 A frog hops around in a circle. 
15 Horn blast echoes somewhere in the distance. 
16 The chattering squeaks of a rat swarm fill the 

hallway. 
17 A desiccated 2’ long purple worm lies on the 

floor. 
18 Glowing spheres 1’ in diameter float and move 

about randomly near the ceiling. 
19 A faint sound of droning pipe or organ music 

lingers just out of earshot. 
20 One gold and one silver coin rest on the floor. 

They flip into the air and land again every few 
seconds. 

 
DISCARDED ITEM 
1d20 Discarded Item 

1 Hilt and pommel of a sword but no blade. 
2 Shattered ivory statuette of the beloved local 

healing/mercy/group-hugs deity. 
3 Broken wand etched with phrase “Boom Stick”. 
4 Tied-up sack with three bottles of vinegary red 

wine and a book of goblin love poetry. 
5 Pair of crusty soiled breeches. Elf-sized. 
6 An insanely rambling diary detailing a fabulous 

visit the writer had with a pale-skinned foreign 
aristocrat sporting rather long teeth and his loyal, 
if strangely melancholic, household staff. 

7 Rusted and chipped short sword. 
8 Short bow snapped in three pieces. 
9 Sack containing a human head with blond hair 

and a broken silver tiara (10 gp if restored). 
Carved into the flesh of forehead is “Princess 
Buttercup. Ex-maiden.” 

10 Wooden shield with an axe stuck in it. 
11 Dented silver flask with sticky black contents 

spilled onto floor (2 gp if restored). 
12 Flattened conical helm. Human-sized. 
13 Burnt torch. 
14 Skeletal remains of halfling (or gnome) in a sack. 

A note tied around a foot bone reads: “So sorry, 
Rudy! Thanks for the stuff!” 

15 Set of smashed up brass knuckles. 
16 Chain mail bikini. Dwarf-sized. 
17 Clerical prayer book encrusted with dried blood. 
18 Torn leather necklace strung with various large 

animal fangs. 
19 Brass ring holding 4 different-sized brass keys. 
20 Backpack containing 1 week iron rations, 50’ 

rope, small steel mirror, full waterskin, and 2 flasks 
of oil. 

 

MONSTER ENCOUNTER 
 
Use an appropriate wandering or random monster 
encounter table. 
 
TRAP OR TRICK 
1d12 Trap or Trick 

1 Child peeks around a corner and giggles “Ha ha! 
Can’t catch me!” and disappears. Continues to 
happen in this area of dungeon; child mocks 
party more and more each time. Could be an 
illusion or haunting, or something else entirely. 

2 A 10’ tall pole of multi-colored glass stands 
upright in the center of this area. All of the coins 
possessed by a person who touches the glass 
pole instantly turn into colored glass marbles. In 
24 hours the marbles revert back to their normal 
coin state. 

3 Invisible force smashes into character’s back. On 
a failed save vs breath weapon the character is 
knocked to the floor and suffers 1 point of 
damage. If the character is wearing metal armor, 
make a wandering monster check to see if a 
monster is attracted by the noise. 

4 Empty torch sconces along the walls randomly 
shoot out jets of flame across the corridor. Any 
creature walking down the corridor must save vs 
breath weapon or suffer 1d6 damage per jet of 
flame. Putting a torch into a sconce deactivates 
its flame jet trap. 

5 Three lidded cisterns are on the floor against the 
wall. Two are empty and the middle one has a 
pit viper inside that will immediately strike when 
the lid is removed. 

6 On a table rests a small locked iron box. In the 
box is a scroll that when read curses the 
character, making his voice sound humorously 
high-pitched (as if he inhaled helium).  

7 A small leather pouch with a drawstring holds a 
stone charm of the kobold deity Kurtulmak. The 
charm is trapped with a polymorph other spell 
which polymorphs any creature touching it into a 
kobold upon a failed saving throw vs spells. 
Kobolds are unaffected. 

8 A magic mouth appears on a wall or door in front 
of the party. The mouth is crude, insulting and 
lecherous toward all the party members 
(especially elves), but is otherwise harmless. If the 
party goes away the mouth continues to insult 
them until they are out of earshot. Monsters in the 
area know the mouth’s temperament. 

9 This area (ideally a cavern or dungeon with lots 
of tunnels or side passages) is affected by a 
permanent dancing lights spell. The lights move 
around to confuse onlookers, making it seem as if 
another group is trying to surround them. 

10 One party member hears whispering in his ear. 
The voice is another party member saying 
insulting things about him to a third party 
member. Every few minutes while the party 
remains in this area, randomly determine who 
hears a voice. 

11 The room or area is under the effect of a reverse 
gravity spell at 1 turn intervals. Normal gravity for 
1 turn, reverse gravity for 1 turn, etc. Smashed 



items in the area may give a clue to the trick. 
12 A pulsating blue orb is held inset in the wall by a 

finely-wrought iron brace. When touched by a 
living creature the orb instantly teleports that 
creature to a random area in the dungeon. 

 
WEIRD STUFF 
1d12 Weird Stuff 

1 In the room is a large ceramic jar filled with a 
clear gelatinous substance. When a non-living 
object is touched to the substance while it is 
contained within the jar, the substance mutates 
to mimic the form, size (nothing larger than a 
two-handed weapon), and properties of that 
object, creating an exact duplicate within the 
jar. The “duplicate” object can be removed from 
the jar and will function exactly as the original, 
except for any magical properties. After 1 hour, 
the “duplicate” item reverts back into its natural 
clear gelatinous state. 

2 The party comes upon a large egg partially 
covered by dirt and twigs. A compsognathus 
dinosaur hatches from the egg and immediately 
takes to the first character it sees as if he were its 
mother. If fed a diet of lizards and insects it will 
reach full size (18” tall) in about a month. The 
dinosaur will learn a few tricks (as if affected by 
an animal friendship spell) and will fight to 
defend its “mother”. 

3 A ghostly funeral procession passes by the party.  
In a lidless casket carried by six ghosts is one of 
the party members. The spirits cannot be 
affected and do not react to the party. 

4 Entering this chamber/cavern the party members 
are instantly (and unknowingly) transformed into 
2” tall versions of themselves. Exploring the room 
they encounter seemingly “huge” mushrooms, 
pits, pools, boulders, spiders, rats, and the like. 
They might eventually find a clue as to their 
current state, such as a huge book or dagger. 
When they leave the room they immediately 
return to their normal size. 

5 A character gains the Shining power! Once per 
day at a random time, he has uncontrollable 
visions about the past tied to the local area 
where he is standing. Despite their crippling 
strangeness (character can take no action while 
Shining), these visions will augment his historical 
and empirical knowledge, providing a +2 bonus 
on any Intelligence or other checks the DM 
requires to learn something. The Shining lasts for 
one minute but the bonus lasts for one turn or 
until the character leaves the general area. After 
one week the Shining power disappears. 

6 Cursed! A tiny imp appears on the character’s 
shoulder and constantly insults, mocks, and 
judges his every action. The imp is visible only to 
the character, cannot be harmed by any means, 
and remains until a remove curse (or wish) spell is 
cast upon the character. 

7 A floating disc suddenly appears 6’ from one of 
the characters. The disc functions as a tenser’s 
floating disc for that character as cast by a 
wizard of the same level as the character. 

8 Room contains a fancy dining table set for the 

same number of guests as there are party 
members. 

9 Pool of magic detection. Magical items 
submerged in this 5’ diameter and 1’ deep pool 
glow from faint to bright green depending on the 
strength of their magic. Only one item at a time 
may be detected as magical by the pool and 
only six items may be set in the pool per day (any 
more and they do not detect as magical even if 
they are). 

10 Healing zone. Any person touching the 
stone/pool/symbol/item in this area is healed 1d8 
hit points. Functions only once per person per 
day. 

11 Exact duplicates of the party suddenly appear in 
the area. They are quite perturbed at being 
teleported here from whatever alternate 
dimension they are from and challenge the real 
party to a battle naturally assuming that the real 
party had something to do with interrupting the 
great life-changing events that were going on at 
that exact moment in the other dimension. The 
extra-dimensional versions of the party members 
disappear when slain. 

12 Party enters a chamber and observes a very 
serious production of Gilbert & Sullivan’s Pirates of 
Penzance being performed by zombies. The 
undead actors pay no attention to the party 
(unless they are attacked), thinking them extras in 
the production. 
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